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1. OBJECTIVE  

 

This document provides a brief description of methodology and source data used to 

estimate the residential population in Urban Atlas 2012 polygons. The estimation of 

population is done by a combination of results from two procedures – aggregation 

procedure and areal interpolation procedure where the remaining (after aggregation) 

population counts at a given ‘source’ geometry are transferred to the Urban Atlas ‘target’ 

geometry. The proposed algorithm has the advantage to use the available point based 

population data. 

2. DATA USED 

 

:  
 

 Census 2011 dataset partially georeferenced to building address points 

 Census tracts  

 Sub city zones  

 LAU2 units (communes) 
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Land use/cover polygons of the Urban Atlas 2012 datasets. Urban Atlas polygons for the 

following Large Urban Zones:  

 

 BG001L2_SOFIA 

 BG005L1_PLEVEN 

 BG006L2_RUSE 

 BG007L2_VIDIN 

 BG010L1_DOBRICH 

 BG011L1_SHUMEN 

 BG013L1_YAMBOL 

 BG015L1_PAZARDZHIK 

 BG016L1_BLAGOEVGRAD 

 

 Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) raster dataset, version of 10 meter 

resolution. 

 High resolution layer of urban land use areas - the settlement planned (regulation) 

areas. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 

Known residents at address points are aggregated at the level of target Urban Atlas 

polygons.  

Main steps: The Urban Atlas identifier is obtained for every georeferenced census record 

through spatial join GIS operation of address points and intersected Urban Atlas polygons. 

The number of residents is then summarized to each target polygon t:  

 

PAGGR t 
 

The remaining population counts are used in a subsequent disaggregation steps and are 

assigned to each source zone s (as new source zone population values PDISAGGR s): 

 

PDISAGGR s = Ps - PAGGR s 
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Pre-classification in categories relevant to population distribution. 

 

 Urban Atlas polygon land use Classes 2012 

 Category ‘Residential’: Urban fabric classes (1.1.X.X) assumed to contain most of the 

resident population 

 Category ‘Non-residential’: all remaining classes 

 

 Category ‘Within’ settlement urban areas where most of population lives. In 

Bulgarian settlements (towns/villages) the population is highly concentrated within 

settlement urban areas. 

 Category ‘Outside’ settlement borders where only residual amounts of population 

lives. 

 

To perform the disaggregation, each populated polygon needs to be assigned a population 

‘weight’ that accounts for the differences in population density between different land use 

classes. The GHSL building density is assumed to be correlated with population density. 

 

Main steps: 

  

1. Each Urban Atlas target polygon t gets an initial weight WGHSL t, being the sum of the 

GHSL values found on that polygon (GHSL values range 0-1).  

 

2. In some cases, the GHSL does not have values for polygons which should host 

population (category ‘residential’). In those cases, we assume a GHSL sum per land 

use class using the following rules: 

 

- Area of the polygon in meters / 100 = Nr. of 10x10m polygons 
- Assumed GHSL sum in polygon = Nr. of 10x10m polygons * K  
- K is an assumed fraction of built-up and varies per land use type: 

K1110 = 0.50 
K1121 = 0.45 
K1122 = 0.40 
K1123 = 0.30 
K1124 = 0.15 
K1130 = 0.15 

 

 

3. In the case of the non-residential classes, the sum of GHLS values is multiplied by a 

factor of 0.05. We assume that ‘non-residential’ classes have a weight that is 5% the 

weight of the residential classes. 
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4. The initial weights of polygons that are ‘outside’ the settlement urban areas are 

multiplied by a factor of 0.1. This is possible after the target Urban Atlas zones and 

vector geometries of settlement urban areas are intersected through a GIS operation. 

The resulted geometry we will call the t’. 

 

Population weights of 
t’ polygons 

 

Settlement urban areas 
‘Within’ 

 

Settlement urban areas 
‘Outside’ 

(sum of GHSL values multiplied by factor 0.1) 

Urban Atlas 
‘Residential classes’ 

WGHSL WGHSL x 0.1 

Urban Atlas 
‘Non-residential classes’ 
(sum of GHSL values multiplied 

by factor 0.05) 

WGHSL x 0.05 WGHSL x 0.05 x 0.1 
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Main steps: 

1. Source and t’ vector zones are geometrically intersected. The population is estimated for 

each polygon of this transitional geometry: 

 

𝑃′𝑖 = 𝑃𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅 𝑠. (
𝐴𝑖.𝑊𝑖

∑ 𝐴𝑖.𝑊𝑖
𝑛
𝑖

) 

 

𝑃′
𝑖  corresponds to estimated population of a given polygon i of the transitional geometry; 

PDISAGGR s  is the count of not-geocoded population in the source zone s; 

Ai  is the area of polygon i; 

Wi  is the weight assigned to polygon i; 

n  corresponds to the number of transitional polygons within each source polygon. 

 

2. The estimates are aggregated at the level of the target geometry (the Urban Atlas 

polygons). 

𝑃𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅 𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃′𝑖

𝒋

𝒊

 

 

t denotes each Urban Atlas polygon; 

j corresponds to the number of transitional polygons within each target polygon. 

 

Finally, the population count Pt for each target polygon t is simply the sum of results from 

the aggregation and disaggregation procedures for this polygon: 

 

Pt = PAGGR t + PDISAGGR t 
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Confidentiality is applied in target geometries with aggregated population less than 3 

persons. In these polygons persons are added to reach the population count of 3 per 

polygon. The numbers are taken from the set of not-geocoded population (population for 

disaggregation) of each source zones prior taking the downscaling exercise. (Figure 3) 

  

 Number of target Urban Atlas polygons affected – 461 

 Number of population added in target polygons – 660 

 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND OUTPUT 

 

The results are stored in a table with the IDENT item - a stable and unique Urban Atlas 

polygon identifier, and the population figures in the following fields: 

POP11A - population resulted from aggregation process;  

POP11D - population resulted from areal interpolation process, decimal values; 

POP11 - rounded sum of POP11A and POP11D. 

URBAN ATLAS 2012 LUZ CORE CITY 

Code Name Total 
Aggregated 

from address points 
Total 

Aggregated  
from address points 

        %     % 

BG001L2 SOFIA 1532956 1227194 80.1 1202761 1075402 89.4 

BG005L1 PLEVEN 162886 100333 61.6 106954 99871 93.4 

BG006L2 RUSE 187869 142046 75.6 149642 139811 93.4 

BG007L2 VIDIN 66236 45213 68.3 48942 45213 92.4 

BG010L1 DOBRICH 113111 84348 74.6 91030 84348 92.7 

BG011L1 SHUMEN 99872 77635 77.7 80855 73417 90.8 

BG013L1 YAMBOL 98287 70808 72.0 74132 70808 95.5 

BG015L1 PAZARDZHIK 114817 63573 55.4 71979 63573 88.3 

BG016L1 BLAGOEVDRAD 96938 38484 39.7 70881 38484 54.3 

Note: Population values in “Aggregated from address points” column before confidentiality treatment 


